
The future of 
agriculture …

… is based on 
present.





Carlos is using Google to 
find something …



Carlos worried in the morning. The
previous night he had received a
notice from the Phytosanitary
Warning Station that reported the
risk of a serious attack of powdery
mildew in the zone. The
recommendation was clear: he had
to spray immediately. So, he left the
coffee and went directly to the ship
where he had recently been updated
an adequate and safe space to store
all plant protection products. Initially
he had been a little sceptical, but
finally he had agreed to the
construction of that space following
the instructions of that TOPPS
project. And now he was satisfied
with the result.
He searched the shelf where he kept
the fungicides and found the one he
was looking for. He read the
information that appeared on the
label of the product: "apply a dose of
1 l / ha with a volume of

water appropriate to the
characteristics of the canopy". First
problem - he thought -. What is meant
by adequate volume? How can I
calculate it?
He put the container back in its place
and headed back to his house. He
started the computer and typed in
google: ”spray volume for vineyard
spray application". After a long waiting
period - what a pity that the high speed
internet does not reach the villages -
appeared on the screen no less than
14,335 entries that corresponded to
what he had written. Buff! - he thought
- and now where should I start? He ran
through the screen several of the initial
entries, trying to avoid those that he
considered too commercial, and
stopped at one that he found
interesting. He clicked the left mouse
button and waited, waited ......
"loading" appeared on the screen.
When the content of the web page he
had selected finally appeared

on the screen, he felt disheartened.
Pretty pictures of vineyards that
looked nothing like his, an
indeterminate number of completely
incompressible formulas for him and,
worst of all: the document he had
opened was written in English.

He selected the "back" option and
returned to the list of entries. A few
lines down he saw another one that
he found interesting. He waited
patiently again for it to load and
found a reference to a text of more
than fifty pages, in French. Fed up
with feeling useless, he turned off the
computer with anger and returned to
the store. He took the PPP and, while
filling the tank of his sprayer, he
measured three litres of product in a
kitchen jug and added them to the
tank. He knew from experience that
with the nozzles he was carrying and
at the normal speed he used to try,
he will had enough liquid for more or
less three hectares

The discomfort of 
Carlos

Emilio Gil, 2018



Why INNOSETA project?
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Fabrizio Gioelli – UNITO (WP1 leader); David Nuytens – ILVO (WP4 leader); Michael Koutsiaras – AUA (WP5 leader)

à Most visited SETA category

à Industry solutions: 4186 views

à Training material: 2547 views

à Projects: 1265 views

à Articles: 1058 views

à Most visited

à SETA-effect: optimizing the precision of spraying 

à Keyword: drift reducing practices

à Sprayer type: bush & tree crops sprayers 

Innoseta platform – main figures



4

Each RW focused on one single crop

- 6 on orchards

- 3 on greenhouses

- 4 on field crops

- 4 on viticulture

17 INNOSETA Regional Workshops (RWs)  

Sebastien Codis - IFV (WP3 leader)



Policy brief 1 - Training and education: Set the stage for the Advisory Services of the future 

Policy brief 2 - Training and education: Demonstrate and share the knowledge

Policy brief 3 - Harmonization of legislation at EU level in order to support technology uptake

Policy brief 4 - Lack of common risk mitigation measures

Policy brief 5 - Investment Support 

Policy brief 6 - Applied Research 

Policy brief 7 - Disconnection of consumers from farming realities

Innoseta policy briefs and recommendations
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 I am too old

Too complicated to understand its use

Too complicated to work with it/not user friendly

 Not interested in the available technology

 The guarantee of long term efficiency of the technologies is  limited

The technology is not compatible with existing technology in my
farm

Limited guarantee of assistance when asked

Do not see future profit benefit

Other

Land is too small

Not affordable (due to high upfront costs)

Main reasons for non adoption 

Vasso Kanaki – AUA (WP1 leader)



Five innovation Case Studies

Vasso Kanaki – AUA (WP1 leader)




